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THAI RURA.L FM1ILY LIFE IN TRANSITION

CHAPTER
THE SCOPE IROBLEN AND

.Lhe

I

1'ThTHOD

OF 3TUDY

family is a fundamental social unit.

commanu.s primary values,

It

loyalties, associations of the

individual and the character of

a

society.

Therefore,

the main task to develop the whole country should be

concentrated immediately on the family life in the
socic'ty.

The rural faiily life in Thailand which covers

over two-thirds of the entire geographical area of the

country and over almost 85 percent of the total population in '.haiianu., needs to be developed to cope with
the new trend of the changing society, established by
the great revolution in the year of

has been unpreparedly confronted..

l92, with which

it

The revolution ha8

changed the social structure of the Thai society from
the feudal system to a democratic system, from the labor

economy to the money economy.

But the functions of the

rural family life have not buon adequately adapted to
the new demands of the new social system of the country.
It is

the task of this study to find the ways an

means

to improve the rural family functions for the benefit

of

its

o,'rn

and of the social welfare of the country as

a whole.

Focus of Study
The main objectives of this study are:
1.

To scrutinize the pattern of the Thai rural

family life from the past to the present in order to

understand perspectively the characteristics of the Thai
rural family life.
2.

of

To consider the

efficiency and

inefficiency

the functions of the rural family life in Thailand.
.

To study the functions of the imerican family

life relevant

to

the studied situation of the Thai family

life in the rural area.
L4

structive

To introduce the applicable points of the con-

functions of the American family life to the

in Thailami.

rural people

3ources

Nethod of Study

Literature useI for the purpose of

tis

study

comes from several sources both in Thai and foreign

languages.

1ost of the infornation was assembled from

the official studies of the Thai government, of the

United Nation

(Jr

:anizations and of foreií'n experts.

There is much valuable literature on

the American

3

family life available to the study.
The experiences in the Thai family life which the

writer had gained for nearly all of her lifetime and the
direct experiences in the functions of the family life
in the U.S.A. where the writer has been for almost five

years will help her judgment in selecting the applicable

functions of the American family life.
The study will be conducted and based on the coin-

parative reasoning method In analyzing the family functions and in drawing the conclusions.

Limitations
This study is primarily limited to the descriptive

report of how the writer has applied the constructive

functions of the American family life to the Thai rural
family life in the areas of the general welfare of the
family, the management of family daily living and of the

bringing up of the rural children to suit the new trends
of the present society, the trends of money economy and

of democracy.

General Approach

Chapter

I

introduces the general problem of the

rural family life in the present Thailand, the scope
and method of this study.

Chapter II presents the

k
general backgroand. of Thailand in order to pro,ject the
whole situation of the country.

Chapter III is devoted

to the study of the development of the Thai rural family

life before the Great Revolution in 1932, in order to

investigate the depth of the rural spirit

and.

culture,

to ease the ways of finding the applicable points in the

study.

Chapter IV accounts for the changes in the present

Thai rural family life to complete the investigation for
the analyzing purpose.

Chapter V introduces the appli-

cable fwactions of the American family life to improve
the Thai rural living.

Chapter VI contains the summary,

conclusions and recommendations.
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Geography and Population

1.

Location (9, p. 1)
Thailand, an area of about 200,000 square miles
in the heart

southeast Asia, is made up of river

of'

plains, forested mountains and plateaus.
from latitudes
1050

5

30" East.

3Qtl

It stretches

to 21° North and. from 97°

Qft

to

It thus falls entirely within th

tropical climate region.

Thailand is bounded, proceeding

counterclockwise from the South, by the Gulf of Thailand,
Cambodia, Laos, Burma and flalaya.

The Northeast portion

of the country is hilly, dry and poor.

The southern or

peninsular part is sandy, mountainous and rich, especially
in tin

and.

rubber.

The two other division of Thailand

are the North, celebrated for hill tribes, teak fore8ts,

and intermittenly cool weather; and the Central Plain,

where nearly half of Thailand's twenty-three million

people pursue a way of life which contrasts pleasantly

with that of their less fortunately situated Southeast
Asian neighbors.

r)

The Climate

The climate of Thailand is one of extreme reguIt is under the influence of monsoon winds of

larity.

seasonal character.

From the meteorological point of

view, the climate of Thailand may be divided into the

following four seasons:
a.

Winter,

or northeast monsoon season, from

November to February.

This is the mildest

period of the year.
b.

Fre-monsoon season or summer, in [larch and
April.

This is the transitional period from

the northeast to southeast monsoon.

It is

hottest in April.
C.

Rainy or southeast monsoon season from Nay
to September.

The Southwest wind from the

Indian Ocean is most active in July and

abundant rain occurs over nearly the whole
country.

The peak of rainfall usually occurs

in September.
d.

Post-monsoon season in October.

It is the

transitional period from the southwest to the
northwest season.

Variable winds are experi-

enced with active area breezes in the after-

noon along the coasts.

Population
The population of Thailand numbers 22,800,000

according to the reports based on the 1957 census.
average density ìs about ll

The

persons per square mile.

The extensive concentrations, over 200 per square mile,
are found in the Chao Phraya Valley and the Valleys of
the Chi and Noon Rivers on Korat plateau, the eastern

part of Thailand (6, ;. 47-49).
The median age of the population is less than 20;

children under 15 years of age account for over 42 per
ithin the remaining 58

cent of the total population.

per cent there is an almost even distribution betweez
those ages 15 to 30 years and all others.
Sex distribution within each age group is nearly
even, although there may be regional maldistribution,

especially where rural males migrate for seasonal or

permanent urban employment.
outnumber girls.

Up to the age of 15 boys

From 15 to 30 years, there is somewhat

larger number of women than men.

From there to the age

of 70 the sexes are even, except for a slight predomin-

ance of males between 30 and

145

years that may indicate

the toll of intensive child-bearing on the women in this
age group.

Above the age of 70 there is a significant

preponderance of women, with almost twice as many sur-

viving into very old age.

2.

Â Brief historical

3etting

The Thai tribes in their early days some 2,000

years ago or more, had their home probably in tbe northwest corner of China which is now the province of
During this period the Thai mixed and blended

Shan-si.

freely, whether as f riends, with Chinese of those days.

Gradually, the power of the Thai waned and by
force of circumstances they had to emigrate further south
until they finally established themselves as the Kingdom
of Nan Chao in Southern China.

This kingdom was sub-

jugated by Kublai Khan, the first emperor of the Chinese
Nongol Dynasty some 700 years ago.

During these times many cff shoots of the Thai
tribes migrated by slow degrees iDto the Indo Chinese

Peninsula.
of Burma.

One of the west off shoots became the Shans
On the other sides of the Peninsula, many of

the Thai tribes came into Tonking, including the Laos of
the Laos

3tate who settled down in the Mekong basin.

Further west of the Lao 3tate in a northernly direction
were the northern Thai o± Chiang Sen which was on the

north border of Thailand.
All these Thai tribes established themselves in
the Peninsula in many small independent states which en-

gaged in strife and warfare not only among themselves

but also with the neighboring tribes (1117-1547 A.D.).

lo

Further south, particularly in the now central area of
Thailand, the land was within the empire of the Non, a
race ethnologically akin to the Khmer who subsequently

became included in the empire of the Khmer.

By this time

the Northern Thai of Chiang ßen had gone further south

and fouiided a city of Chiangmai, and succeeded in taking

away the northern remnants of the decaying Non empire.
The frontier of the Northern Thai now touched the

border of the Khmer empire in the northern parts of
central Thailand which was called Siam,

There is no

doubt that the Thai had been there before that time in
the land of the Non and the Khmer empires, but they were

only a minority and formed themselved into semi-independent states under the suzerainty of these empires1
By this time (1, p.

5-6), in about 1257 A.D., one

of the Thai princes, Khun Sri Indradit, with the help of

his able son Khwi Ram Kamhan.g, succeeded in making him-

self independent of the Khmer and establishing Sukhothai
as his capital.

Khun Ham Kamhang succeeded him as King

of Sukhothai and enlarged his territory further south

into the Malay Peninsula and further west to the Non

country In present Lower Burma.
This Sukhothai Kingdom lasted nearly two centuries

(l257-i38
U-Thong,

A.]).)

when it bezame a vassal state to King

the founder of the city of Ayuthia in the lower

11

part of the Nenain Valley, which was subsequently merged
into the Kingdom of Ayuthia (lL18 A.D.).

During this Ayuthia period Cambodia, the remnant
of the Khmer Jmpire, became in turn a vassal state of

Ayuthia.

Ayuthia herself as the capital of Thailand in

the course of history gave place to Bangkok or Krung
Dheb, as called by the Thai people, which was founded
in 1782 A.D. by Rama I, the first king of the present

Chakri Dynasty, and Bangkok has since remained the capital of

iani

or Thailand, its modern name of today.

The Chakri Dynasty produced a number of outstan-

ding rulers, most notably King Nonkut or Rama IV (18511868) and Chulalongkorn or Rama V (1868-1910).

The

absolute dictatorship of the king has fallen since 1932
into the role of a constitutional monarch.

Today the

king of Thailand is a figure-head, still surrounded by
ancient pomp and display but denied all important powers.
The coup of June 2k, 1932, was achieved by an

alliance of officials, army officers and civilians.
They established constitutionalism.

3.

ReliRion and Culture

The tranditional religion of Thailand is Hinayana

Budhism, Budhist doctrine embedded in an amorphous mass
of customs, attitudes,

traditions and daily actions.

12

It is

the keystone of Thai. culture since 9k percent of

the population are Budhists.

The Budhist codes determine

the ethical and moral system, influence the belief in an

afterlife.

It also completely,

in the past, dominated

literature and architecture.
Budhisrn starts off with the Four Noble Truths
(35, p.

1-14.)

to the effect that life consists of suffer-

ing; suffering results fro!n desire; cessation of desire

results in the cessation of both suffering and re-birth;
and.

this desirable outcome can be attained eventually by

the pursuit of the Eightfold Path.

The Eightfold Path

consists of Right Understanding, Right Purpose, Right
Speech, Right Action, Right Livelihood, Right Effort,

Responsiveness of Truth, and Contemplation.

Pursuit

of the path leads logically to the five moral precepts

which are practiced by the great majority of the Thai
in their daily life.
The minimum standard of the Thai Budhist morality

consists of giving alms and sharing with others whatever
one has, entering the priesthood for at least a short

period of time to receive moral training, paying respect
to one's parents and caring for them, and practicing the

Five Moral Precepts.

Phrough Budhism, the Thai see that

nothing is permanent, life consists of suffering, the
soul is an illusion,

and each action in each life calls

13

for a certain reward or penalty either in this life or
some subsequent one.

There are also some religious minority groups,
but their roles are not great (6, p. 117).

The largest

minority, the 670,000 Moslems, is concentrated in
3outh.

the

There are also some additional Noslems scattered

in small groups throughout Central and Northern Thailand,

living

in predofflinantly Bud.hist communities.

Noslems

have always been permitted to follow their religious belief and practices without interference from the dominant
Thai

community.
The religious affiliation of the large Chinese

minority in t'hailand is difficult to icLintify.
Budhists.

ìlost

are

There are also some Chinese who are Taoists,

Confucianiste and Christians.
The Christian missions have always been relatively

more successful in winning converts from among the
Chinese than from among the Thai themselves.

The Thai

Christian population, Catholic and Protestant combined,
was less than 80,000 in 1956.
The culture of Thailand also i5 midway between

the two great cultural systems

of'

one side and India on the other.

Asia:

China on the

Whatever Chinese cul-

ture the Thai brought from Southern China, they adapted
to their needs suitable to their tropical

surroundings,

1k

developing them independently by using the old materials.
Indian cultures have been appreciated for centuries, but
in their way of life the Thai can mix with the Chinese

much better than they do with the Indian.
The one drawback of the Thai is the climatic con-

ditions of the country.

Living in the tropics where food

is abundant and the weather is fair, they have become

lethargic.

But a taste for the arts has been developed

by the leisured and elite classes uniquely as their own

national pride.
4.

Social Organization

Traditionally, the social structure was patterned
by the rice farming activities of the people.

Thailand presents the picture of

a

Nodern

rural or village

society still operating in terms of the traditional
value structure.

Compulsory corvee labor has been

abolished, and limitations on land ownership are largely

forgotten; the peasant, therefore, under few government
restrictions,

today may acquire wealth and land.

Individual possession of wealth and land, however, has not been translated into ternis of social dif-

ferentiation.

The rural population remain classless,

largely because the most important goal in the society
is religious merit and status is open to all.

The

15

present basic divisions of the society are the classless
rural population and the class-structured urban (Bangkok)
population.

The provincial or town societies are inter-

mediate between these two.
The rural social structure is characterized by
the absence of a hierarchial class structure

and by a

relative lack of elaboration, complexity, and institu-

tionalization in the social forms.

There are only a

limited number of social groupings to which the individual can belong or with which the individual can be iden-

tified, and most of these are organized informally, and

there are only a few special stations he can occupy,
with even fewer clearly defined roles.

As a result,

there is a minimum of hard and fast rules governing an

individual's social relationship with other people.
Within the village, relationships are based pri-

manly

on kinship, physical proximity, and membership

in the few groups that exist beyond the family (6, p.
397-399).

Relationships also depend on certain status

factors such as the distinctions between monks and laymen, headman and other villagers, the old and young,

male and female, and personal qualities such as moral
and religious character or proficiency in farming,

medicine, astrology or music.

Wealth differences seem

to play a minor role in the prestige and relationship

16

pattern.
Beyond the village, kin and frienship relations

help an individual to identify himself with other people;
only distinctions of age, sex and religious position
serve to guide his reaction to strangers.

Generally, all Thai recognize themselves as be-

longing to a unified culture, of which the religious,
political, social and economic capital is Bangkok.

All

parts of Thailand stand in various degrees of subordin-

ation to Bangkok.

Bangkok residents set standards of

behavior, dress, world outlook, and creature comforts
that are imitated in varying degrees by peasants and

provincial Thai who aspire to higher social status.
sorne

To

extent the standing and prestige of those who live

outside the city can be ranked according to the degree
to which they conform or seek to conform to Bangkok ways.

5.

Education

The Thai educational system is centralized through
the Ninistry of Education (22, p.

51-60).

control extends to the village schools.

Government
Schools are of

four categories: local, municipal, government,
vate.

and pri-

The local and municipal schools provide only pri-

mary education, while government schools offer secondary
and vocational trctining.

The government schools still

SYSTEM

THAI SCROOL

Colleges and Universities
Chulalongkorn
Thamnia sat
Medical

Special Professional
Schools
Army

6

4

Navy

3

Agriculture
Fine Arts

Police
etc.

z

xami na t on
i

University

Preparatory

¿

(academic

Z

&

Higher Vocational'
Technical
Commerce

Agriculture

special)

Con etruction

Mechanical
etc.

Science

Arts

Government Examination
Senior Secondo ry'

s
I.

b

>

5

Academic

Intermediate Vocational*
Agriculture
Trades
Handic raft

etc.

4
o

Government Ex.imination

k.
I)

Junior Secondary

Proposed'
:

3
Z

J Compulsory Secondary
Combined academic and
j vocational experimental
project

I

Academic

Elementary Vocational*
Agriculture
Trades
Handicraft
etc

I

Government Examination

Elementary*

:

1

f:ì

Four years compulsory general curriculum
Pre -elementary

o

Kindergarten

r

One to three years
(op t i o ria 1)
I

terminal

III

are built and financed completely by the Ministry of

iducation, while the local and municipal schools receive
funds from
a

the Ninistry only for the teachers' salaries,

minimam of equipment, and a partial grant toward the

construction of new buildings.
The present program of the Ministry of Education

prescribes a general compulsory elementary course of
four years, an academic secondary course of three, six
or eight years, several kinds of higher education, and

vocational education at three levels.
The students must pass a number of examinations
set by the Ninistry.

This occurs at the end of each

year of elementary work, after the third and sixth years
of secondary work, and again before university matricu-

lation.

It is a procedure which greatly narrows the

enrollment at successive levels.
free.

The school tuition is

The students must purchase books and often live

away from home.

Elementary Education
The legal age for entering the school is 8 years.

Children are required to attend until they complete the
four year elementary course or reach the age of 15.
Since many schools require pupils to know the rudiments
of reading

and.

writing before they enter grade

I,

there

19
is often a preparatory course.

The elementary school

is thus in effect five years.

Secondary Education
At this ase,

education is divided into a juni.or

and a senior level, each three years in extent.

Sec-

ondary school facilities are very limited and competition
for admission is increasing as more children complete the

primary course and wish to continue their education.

The

government is trying to expand secondary education facilities in response to the growing demand.

Beyond the standard secondary course, a two year

preparatory course is required to enter the universities.
The curriculum of the preparatory education is similar
to that of the secondary school, with the exception that

the study of foreign language, in addition to English,
is

introduced.

Vocational Education
Three levels of vocational schools haire been

established, each giving a three year course.

A student

may continue from a lower vocational school to a higher
one, or may transfer to a higher vocational school from
a

secondary academic school.

The majority of students

study agriculture, carpentry or home economics.

20

higher

Education

There

are five institutions of

all ander government supervision.

training.

Courses are

1are1y

specialized preparation for

a

higher

education,

Each offers advanced

oriented toward providing
career.

They are

Chulalongkorn University; the University of Moral and

Political Sciences; the University of Medical Sciences,
including two teaching hospitals giving instruction in

medicine with faculties of pharmacy, dentistry, public
health and veterinary medicine; the Kasetsart University
(an agricultural university); and the University of Fine

Arte.

Adult Education
I1ost

of the facilities for adult education which

provide literacy classes or vocational training are in
Bangkok.

The school tuition is free.

21

CHAPTR III
ThE DEVELOEM1NT OF T1Ii
'ATTERN
OF TUAI RURAL FANILY LIFE
(before the Great Revolution in. 1932)
1.

Kinship Definition of the Family

The ancient Thai rural family was the simple

nuclear family.
Chinese.
father,

It was a less extended family t}ìan the

The average family consisted of a mother, a

their children,

one or more grand parents and

the other sans or daughters of the grand parents living

together in the same house or the same compound.

If more

than one married son or daughter lived with the parents,
the different families lived under separate roofs in the

family compound, since it was considered unlucky for the

families of two offspring of the same household to live
in one house.

If a couple had no children,

the common

practice was to take in or adopt a boy or girl, sometimes a relative to serve as a helper in the house and
fields.

The ties to the extended family were very close.

Whatever the arrangement, the household remained small

averaging between five

anJ.

six members.

The members of a rural family were primarily

oriented toward their own age group, their mates, and
cousins, rather than toward ancestors or descendants.

22

There was little interest in descendants beyond living

children or grand children.
Family names were established in l91 by the

government decree.

The rural people adopted it formally,

but they did not meet any felt desire for

between generations

ntil recent years.

a

formal link

Only in the

town where education was developing might a child be
quite aware of his family name.

The name was scarcely

used among neighbors either for address or identification.
The orientation toward one's own generation was seen in

tne custom of establishing independent households shortly

before marriage.
The other important kin group consisted of those

people in

a

single family who shared a common household

during their youth but now lived in separate households,
possibly in different communities.

These members still

functioned as a unit during the various "rites of
passage" -- birth, marriage, death and during times of
difficulties.
mutual econoi
parent.

The spatially extended family might lend
aid;

it might also support an aged

Beyond these members were the distant relatives,

cousins, uncles, aunts, and so forth.

They rarely

participated in family activities, except for marriages
and cremations, but could be depended upon when a family

visited or moved to their area.

2

Fanilly naine and inheritance caine

through the

father, who was the head of the family.

Both sons and

daughters inherited rice land equally, but the house

and.

house compound frequently were inherited by right of

succession by the daughter who with her husband expected
to make her home in the family household.

The custom

of

one married daughter remaining in the house of her par-

enta and inheriting the family house was so wide spread

throughout the north and the south that it sugested a
system of specialized matriarchal residence at an earlier
period.

The fact that both men and women might inherit

land from both parents suggested that a married couple

might together have access to

land. in two

or more vil-

lages, which would partially explain the short range

residential mobility which was notable among rural Thai.
2.

The Rural Family Life Qycle

The individual life cycle of the rural Thai was
a gradual series of phases,

the

'rites of passage".

marked correspondingly by

It was divided into six stages;

each stage was recognized and ritualized by the Thai all
over the country.

They are:

1.

Infancy

i -

2

years old

2.

Early childhood

2-

4

years old

3.

Childhood

4 - 12 years old

2

4.

Adolescence

5.

Maturity and flarriage 21 - 60 years old

6.

Old age

12 - 21 years old

60 - years old and over.

liLt ancy

The Thai counted a person's age rroin the time of

conception rather than from the day he was born.
months in the womb were described in the

The

'itua1 top-knot

cutting as "Thous hast enjoyed every pleasure and during
this period the mother must keep a 'clean heart', a clean

body."

She must be calm, not make fun of people,

and.

avoid jerky or violent motions; if she broke an animal's
leg, her child would have feet without toes.

If she

made fun of someone's ugliness, her child would be like
him.

There are no similar rules for the prospective
father, but he must cherish his wife especially; ho must
try to provide an

thing which she craved to eat and

such cravings were usual for pregnant women.
The rural mother bore her baby at home.

Jhe was

attended by a midwife, sometimes by the older women of
the household.

Many charms and spells were used go guard

mother and child from evil spirits.
"Yoo fai"

(sta.y

The month-long

by the fire) for the mother immediately

after the birth of the baby, because of her loss of
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blood, was intended to bring her back to normal life.

During this period, the mother stopped her active chores.
She ate only soft food and took herb potions.
The baby was nursed by his mother and slept in a

little basket.

At about three months, a little cradle

was hung from the rafters and a string attached to swing

Anyone who was free from his routine work sat

it by.

swinging the cradle while they chewed beetle nut and saní
for the baby.

The mother always nursed the baby sitting,

cradling the baby in her lap and arms, and she gave the
child the breast whenever it wanted it.

Thai mothers

gave very tender loving care to their babies; the baby

was constantly massaged in bathing and powdered with

powder

and.

tumeric.

The peasant mothers supplemented

breast feeding with bits of boiled rice and a well known
special kind of banana, mashed and mixed with the rice.
Nashed meat was given when the child was about a year
old.

Host Thai children were weaned by the end of their

second year, but some were nursed into their third year
if their mother had not borne another child.

was done gradually,

Weaning

and mothers frequently quieted an

older child by letting him be nursed for a short time
even if she was also nursing another baby.

Older brothers and sisters also took care of the
babies.

Before the baby was born, they were told that
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they would have a real life doll to play with soon; they

would not have to pretend.

It was common to see the Thai

children help their mother in making things needed for
It was also common in a Thai family to see a

the baby.

child of two sitting on his mother's lap and helping hold
a

baby who was nursing.
As soon as the baby could hold its head up, he

was carried a-straddle on the hip,

hand (5, p. 26-3).

supported by the left

If the mother was not free from her

job, the father or other children carried it.

This con-

stant fondling, jiggling, and carrying helped to

strengthen the baby's back and leg muscles, and most
Thai babies developed excellent motor co-ordination at
a

very early age, and soon learned to balance themselves

on the uiistable bamboo floors and to claw up and down

the ladders or stairs of the house.

The baby was en-

couraged. but not forced by members of his family,

who

held him by his arms while he took his first steps.

By

the time he was six or seven months old, a Thai baby

could stand only partly supported.e

By their twelfth or

fourteenth month, most Thai babies were walking without
aid.

Babies who lived along the water ways also learned

to swim at an early age,

at about two or three years.

The Thai baby wore no clothes, except in cold
season.

l-le

was officially recognized as a community
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at the age of several months, he received
a proper naine and was registered in the headman's records. The naine was usually selected by the village
abbot after an analysis of astrolo:ica1 conditions. Previously, the baby niight have been called by a diminutive
such as Little One", "Little Pig", "Little Red Mouse"
or "Little Rat", which was used by close relatives until
the individual reached maturity.
member, when

Early Childhood
At

about two years of age, usually

after the birth

of another baby, the Thai baby had the experience of iiot
getting much attention when he cried because he was now
considered no longer the baby of the family and that it
was up

to him

to

express his displeasure in quieter

terms.

first

teaching the child received was the
gestures of respect. A mother holding her child in her
arms put its palms together between her own and raised
them to the chin, to the nose, to the forehead according
to the degree of deference of the seniority of the person
he paid for his respect.
Bowring pointed out that even though the groundwork of all Thai institutions and habit was a reverence
for authority, the child was "quick witted and
The
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independent" and was "not clinging".

The belief that

the child himself should rely on his own efforts is

apparent in the attitudes of his parents toward his

learning to walk, to swim, to paddle, to achieve motor
co-ordination; and the lesson the child learned did not
have to be unlearned later.

He did not look for applause

when he had achieved these skills; the lesson he learned
was that he was himself sufficiently rewarded if he mas-

tered them.
balls

and.

Children must learn to make their own rice

clean their own bowl and spoon after eating.

They eat with their fingers and spoons.
cut into small pieces before serving.

Food is already
Table etiquette

was also taught at the end of this period.
No toilet training is emphasised until the child
is three or four years old, but individual differences

make much variety.
Thai children are allowed to go outside and play

freely with their neighbor friends very early, both on
land and in the water.

This helps them to adjust to

the outside world earlier than the children in many

Asian countries, who do not go outside until sometime
in their late childhood or adolescence.
A child three or four years old began to be pun-

ished for deliberate naughty acts, and although he was

never subject to a great amount of corporal punishment,

he might be spanked 1i,ht1y if verbal chastisement did

not work, and might even be whipped lightly with a stick
if he were excessively disobedient and unruly.

Verbal

chastisement was usually sufficient for Thai children.
Rural chIldren. began to wear clothes at the age
of about three or four years, although earlier they wore
a shirt or dress when they were taken to the church which

was called a "wat.

Girls wore jewelery (5, p. 28-31) -- bangles of

silver or of gold (if the parents were well off) en-

circling each ankle, and

a small

heart-shaped shield of

silver mesh or gold called a Taping, suspended in front
by

a

cord around the waist.

Bracelets and a chain neck-

lace were added on festive occasions.

Also a gold pin

for transfixing the top-knot when the wisp of huir left
for the purpose had grown long enough to be dressed,

Childhood
Both boys and girls were brought up alike until
the boys started to go to the monk's school in the temple
at about eight years of age,

except the little boys were

assigned to take care of bullocks or water buffaloes.
They "ran wild" much of the time amusing themselves as
they saw fit.

Girls were a part of the children's play

group, but were oftener absent, partly because they were

helping their mothers.
more than with boys.

Also they played with their dolls
They played being a mother, a

At

nurse, a hostess or a dancer.

this

age, the Thai

girls were frequently seized with the desire to become
a

prima-donna, and there upon proceeded to practice both

singing and dancing with the utmost seriousness.
Nany boys too, practiced
At.

the

motions of dancing.

this period boys had their exclusive games: kite

flying, fighting
Girls

did.

insects, crickets, goldfish and beetles.

not like fighting.

It had no attraction for

them.
Brom the ago of six or seven, girls wore a Thai

cloth called 'tpa-sin" wrapped from waist to ankle.

never removed this "pa-sin" in public.

They

They wrapped an-

other clean "pa-sin" around themselves first before they

removed the one they

had. on.

This modesty taboo was

much less rigorous for boys, who even at thirteen used
to swim and dive together naked in the villages.

Formal education for boys was conducted in the
temple by

the monks.

Sixty years

ao

(about 1895), all

schools were in the temple and the teachers were all
monks.

t1hen he

(a pupil) went to school,

he had to do was to serve his teacher.

the first

thing

He must empty the

cuspidor, bring him fresh drinking water and tea, and

prepare his meal for him.

When the monks had eaten, the
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boys ate -- the cost was free

School started at nine o'clock.

Everyone sat cross legged on the

benches or armchairs.
floor.

There were no

The only studies were arithmetic and Siamese,

Before noon, the boys prepared and served tiffin to the

monks and then took a nap.

eluded at four o'clock.

The educational day con-

The pupils all had the highest

reverence for the monks and were on intimate terms with
them.

The monks knew the parents of their pupils and

the details of their home life.
the home, the monks either sent

and heal.

If anyone was sick in

iedicine or went to visit

If a boy was sick the monks kept him at the

temple and cared for him.

After the pupils were crown,

they showed respect to even the littlest novice in the

Budhist Order because of what he represented.

Nost of

the pupils themselves became novices for a short time.

Even when graduated from the tenp1e schools the
old contacts still remained (25, p.

107).

The monk was

the one who healed.

In times of difficult decision the

monk was consulted.

When a new law was passed the monk

gave the information on worship day.

In matters of

marriage, parents always consulted the monk.

At long

last, the body of the devout old man, who so long before

had been a pupil in the temple school, was cremated in
the temple.

The temple was the center of the community
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in matters of health, education, assembly, sports and

religion.

When the temple needed money the people were

always ready to make the contributions, for it had won

their confidence.

Monks and temple were as close to the

people and their homes as perfume to the powder in which
it has been absorbed.

Girls, however, helped increasingly about the

household chores and with the rïce milling.

They were

often taught Thai letters by their mothers at home, who
had in their turn, learned from their mothers, or perhaps

after marriage from their husbands.

Adolescence
The mark of the transition from childhood to

adolescence was the cutting of the top-knot.

Many of

the peasant boys became novices in the early years of

adolescence.

They mi;;ht be a novice only a year or re-

main through their adolescent years.
For a girl, entry to adolescence could be observed: being allowed to mill rice with a girl friend
at night in the family compound, to go to the market by

herself in the early morning and to receive suitors unchaperoned on the veranda of her parent's house.

But

she was never allowed to travel outside the village

alone.
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A1thouh the son

of the family easily escaped

parental dotnination, authority came down doubly hard on
the daughters of the house.

Parents liked to choose pro-

fessions as well as husbands for their girls, who usually

submitted to the choice made.

On the rare occasions when

resistance occurred, it became too much trouble to enforce
the parental will if an open break threatened.

The rural girls married young.

At sixteen she

was considered marriageable, but most girls married be-

tween the ages of eighteen and twenty-one, or sometimes
not until their later twenties if their families needed

them at home.
Boys married between the ages of 21 and 25 after

entering the priesthood for at least one year.
and bachelors were rare.

Spinsters

The Thai rural boys did their

own courting and making a choice of a mate.

There was

ample opportunity for young people to get to know each
other, for boys and girls worked together at planting
and harvesting, and attended festivals in groups.

Courting took place in the girl's home (12, p.
60-62) at dusk around the rice mill while the girl

pounded rice for the next day's meal, and in the early
evenings on the veranda.

The old love songs

were an integral part of courtship.

and.

poems

Traditionally,

young man was not allowed to touch a girl before

a

3k

marriage.

To touch or hold her hand was tantamount to

expressing a desire for sexual relations, and such actions
were considered immoral.

Groups of young villagers would

go chaperoned to neighboring villages for festivals,

as they returned to their own village

and

late at night,

couples might walk together but they did not hold hands,

although two young men commonly might do so, and, less
frequently, young women friends.
I'laturity and

Narriage

The entry into adult life, was,

for the boy, his

entry into the monastery when he was twenty.
girl,

this

there was no correspondin'
sanie

For the

ceremony, but at about

age of twenty she usually bore her first child,

and this traditionally marked for her the assumption of

responsibilities.
A young man who had passed his customary term of

monkhood was called a "khon

suk1,

literally a mature man

or ripe man, in contrast to a "khon dip" or a raw man

who had not yet passed through the monkhood (2, p. 7-8).
A ripe man was considered an educated and intelligent

man.

He was also deened a good man morally with his

knowledge of what was right and wronc acco ding to the
precepts of Budhism.

A ripe man therefore was con-

sidered worthy to be a husband.

Usually the first
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inquiry made with reference to a young man who asked the

hand of a girl in marriage was whether the young man had
completed his term as a monk.

If the answer of the go-

between was in the affirmative so much the better.
Narriages tended to take place between families
who knew each other, or between those who lived in the

same village.

Although the young peasants chose their

own mates, they seldom chose a mate who did not have

parental approval.

The young couple almost always lived

with the bride's parents for a time, and for this the

approval of her parents was essential.

The formal

marriage ceremony provided the families with an ideal
opportunity for social display, but could be avoided by
elopement or simply by the couple beginning to live toI

For a formal marriage, the resources and status
of the families involved and of their relatives decïded

the elaborateness of the ceremony.

The formal proposal

of the prospective bridegroom was made to the bride's

mother through a formal go-between.
deterrilned by a priest.

The wedding ceremony always took

place at the bride's house.

considered

a

The wedding day was

The property settlement,

nest-erg for the young couple themselves

and not an exchange between their elders, had to be

settled by the parents of both sides before the
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engagement.

This settlement

included

ttth

ayment for

her mother's milk" by the bridegroom to the bride's

mother to compensate her symbolically for the expense
of her upbringing.

Customarily this was then given by

the bride's parents to the young couple, but it also

served indirectly as a contribution by the bridegroom's
family toward the expenses of the wedding, which were
borne mostly the bride's parents with the assistance of
the members of their spatially extended family.

When a married daughter and her husband lived
with the girl'8 parents (12, p. 65-66), the two men got

along well together.

However,

there might be some strain

between mother and daughter-in-law if the bridegroom

brought his bride to his parents' home.

If the young

man's father was dead, he was regarded as the head of
the household, if he were the eldest son, and his wife

ordinarily would not be subordinate to her mother-inlaw.

If his father was alive, the young man was still

only a minor member of his family, and his wife took a

subordinate position to her husband's mother.

Often in

this situation the young couple, even if the youth's

family was well-to-do, had to live temporarily in the

quarters under the family granary or in a small bamboo
hut in the compound.

A teen-age daughter might have a

room to herself in the main house, while the eldest son

3?

and.

his bride lived in a squatter-like condition some-

where in the house compound.

Generally, this young man

was dependent upon his father and worked in his father's
rice fields until he could save enough money to buy a

Al-

piece of village land and build a house of his own.
though a young man was regarded as an adult once he

married, it was not until he began to farm on his own,

either on shares or as a farm owner, and took on the
active duties of a head of a household, that he would

participate in village affairs as a householder

Until

then he would be considered a part either of his father's
or his father-in-law's household.
The old type of Thai farmhouse consisted of three

separate oblong rooms arranged along three sides of a
central platform of split bamboo or teakwood planks.

A

narrow veranda, somewhat lower, skirted the three sides
of this central platform.

Apparently for ceremonial

reasons, the floors of the rooms opening off the veranda
were slightly higher than the veranda itself.

family slept in the
about thirteen,

saine

The whole

room until the children were

when they slept apart.

The rural Thais ate two or three meals a day;

breakfast was at about 6
about 5:30 p.m.

a.rn.,

lunch at noon and dinner

The family sat on the veranda in a

circle, with a large pot of rice at one side

and.

a

number

4

p

-

'tui:..
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of dishes of curry,

fisii

and vegetables in the center.

Each person filled his dish with rice, added a bit from
each dish for taste,

arid

ate with his fingers.

Fruits

were usually eaterL between meals rather than with the
meal.

At dinner, the f od was flavored and garnished

with a variety

01'

spices and artfully contrived sauces

of the sweet-sour-salt- and hot varieties.
In a rural household the day began

t

dawn, be-

tween four and five, when the women of the house started
to cook rice for the family and for the mendicant monks

who would soon be passing by, then went to bathe in the
canal or pond.

The rest of the family got up about five.

The children started immediately to feed chickens and

buffaloes, after which they bathed.

The man, after

bathing, took his breakfast together with the family,
then left the house to work in the rice field until noon.
The children went to the temple school.

The woman did

her household chores: making beds, cleaning the floor
and the dishes, taking care of the babies, washing and

pressing family clothes, tilling the family garden plot
and milling the rice.

On certain days the

zuan

or the

woman might go to the market, but most of the time the
woman attended the market.

She carried her own produce

for sale and bought other's produce.

They took great

pride in beating down the price and in getting a good

bargain.

In this way the Thai peasant wife handled the

day by day money, although the man usually handlei the
whole sale of the rice crop to the middleman.
By five in the afternoon, all members of the family

usually gathered in the compound; the animals were then
brought home and fed, completing the day's chores.

evening meal was served,

alter everybody had taken a

After dark a kerosene lantern wa

bath.

The

lighted and the

family was at leisure to chat together or visit a neighbor.

By nine, unless it was the season for night fishing

or the time of some festival,

the family retired and the

village was dark and quiet.

During planting and harvest time, the whole family
got up together at five in the morning and adults and

older children went to the fields as soon as possible.
The children who were not old enough to

iork in the fields

stayed at the house to watch after the youngest children.

Grandparents had no duty with the household

They were well taken care of by the family;

chores.

usually they took care of the youngest children in the
family while the mother worked around the compound,or

helped to repair the farming and fishing equipment in
daytime.
The family work year began with the planting

season, usually in Nay.

The family prepared the main

i

fields -- repairing the dikes, plowing, harrowing and
weeding.

The men and boy3 did the plowing, using one or

two buífaloes.
be transplanted.

vflien

the seedlings were ready they must

After traditional offerings to the

Nother Earth goddess, the farmer notified his work group
that he needed help, and the various households once more

contributed the required number of workers

This time

the helpers were niostly women, because the men were still

doing their own plowing and harrowing.

The planting be-

gan in the early afternoon and was usually finished by
dusk, the group relieving their activity by frequent

short rests and ribald joking.

Regardless of the

weather, the transplanting was

caried out on the

appointed day.

The cooperative work was continued until

all the village fields had been planted.

hen planting was finished the rural family enjoyed. a

period of relative rest and relaxation.

The

children returned to school, agricultural equipment was
repaired, the irrigation ditches were watched, the

kitchen garden was cultivated, and the livestock was
cared for.

Sorne

of the family time was occupied by

Lenten observances which extended to the middle of
October and ended with generally heightened activity
around the temple, gift-giving and festivities.

The

fesitval of Tot Kathin, Time of the Basket Offerings,
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took place shortly afterwards, early in November
By early December the rice crop wa

ready to be

harvested.

The school children received their "harvest

vacation",

iach

farmer

notified his cooperative work

group of the time his fields were to be harvested.

On

the designated day the work party collected in the field
at eight or nine in the morning and. began cutting the

grain with sickles.

Around noon, the host's family

brought a lunch into the fields.

After this

break, work

was resumed and continued until dark, when tue house-

holder supplied another meal.
Threshing and winnowing were also done by the cooperative group, the host supplying food and refreshments
as usually was done.

when the Job was finished,

were lit and festivities initiated.
youn'i

bonfires

At this time the

people engaged in singing contests and in courting.

After completing the harvest, the family began to
repair the agricultural tools and fences.
of Thailand,

In some parts

except the delta region, this was the time

for planting secondary crops.
The

dry

season after the harvest was marked by

the Bud.hist New Year celebration.

five day

holiday period,

took place.

During this three-to-

nwnerous important activities

The holiday was also a time for families

to clean their houses,

release their caged pets, perform

;
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ceremonies for the remembrance of the dead, and give
gifts to the monks in the wat, to other families, and to
the spirits.

places.

Pilgrimages might be made to various holy

3oon after the New Year, showers heralded the

end of the dry seasor, and preparations were once more

begun for planting.
Generally, the peasants did not conceive of life
They accepted

as a round of duties and responsibilities.

work and made lt as gay as possible; when it was done
they were free to take their leisure.
The rural adults Bpent most of their leisure in

singing, verbal humor (especially of a satiric art

in-

volving puns, persiflage and plays on words), dancing,
kite flying, cock or fish or bull fighting,

and gambling

in various kinds.
The adult male's ambition to rise

.n

status during

his lifetime took quite different forms according to his
class position (5, p. 22).

few favors.

The peasant, however, sought

He accepted taxes, rents, and corvee labor

as the laws of existence, even when they were arbitrarily

increased for the personal benefit of the collectors

Few

of the impositions were directed against him personally;

they affected the whole village or area together.

To

achieve standing in the community a man could make a

reputation for his wit and rhyming skill or as

a

L5
performer in "sings"; he could be known as a good farmer;
he could make a naine as a "sound" man so that he became a

village headman; or he could be given special honor by
all if he gave it all up

and.

l!ved as a monk.

Peasants

sometimes became very well to do and made merit by buil-

ding a temple and rest houses,

However, such merit-making

was not a recognized status-ladder with ranks to which
one climbed in competition

tith one's fellows.

Status

anxiety was very low, and all observers commented on the

careless self-reliance.

2ia
When an individual reached sixty, he was considered
as having reached the last and oldest age group,

i.e.,

to

have completed the fifth of the twelve year cycles of the
Thai zodiac calendar.

At this age, most village men

would have retired from active farm work, turning over
this responsibility to a son, a son-in-law, or sometimes
a tenant.

They spent most of their time in repair jobs

around the house, baby-sitting small grandchildren,

visiting the temple or a neighbor, and performing
torious services in the temple compound.

men-

Men and women

in this old age group became freer in behavior and manner.

Younger men of the village who wanted their advice

called upon them, and they were shown a high measure of

respect due to their age level.

Death
The greatest celebration for one's

passage" was the cremation ceremonies.

"rites of

The ceremonies

were so elaborate that they could only be accomplished
by group activity.

The entire event was an alfirination

of the social and religious bonds joining family, co-

operative work group, and village.

It also provided an

occasion for group participation in an emotionally

charged environment, caused the reunion of the spatially
extended family, and through the ritual observances resulted in spiritual rearmament and the gaining of merit
for one's own afterlife.

CHPTER IV
CHANGES IN RURAL FANILY LIFE
Since the great revolution in 1932, Thai rural

raraly life has outwardly adapted itself to Western influences, gradually.

Some of the changes are the direct

result of government supervision and control.

Other8

come from the indirect influences of the western World
that spread from Bangkok, the capital.

But the basic

patterns of life, of agriculture, of religion, and of
social life, remain strong and secure.

Thai peasant

society shows none of the signs of disintegration that
are so often evident when a peasant group is brought

rapidly into contact with modernization and Westernization.

1.

Direct Changes from the Government

Nost of the changes that have affected Thai rural
life come from the iriodification of the old regime.

The

fundamental administrative units within the district have
remained the same, but the degree and effectiveness of
local self government have been strengthened.
The temple has become more and more politically

and socially important.

without its approval.

No community program can succeed

Some sort of religious service
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accompanies the announcement of any new measure by the
central government.

Voting and political activity have been accepted
as obligations to the government, even though the rural

people rarely see or hear the candidates, or read. newspapers, or take a real interest in national elections.
This lack of interest in the operation of the government
is the result of ignorance and the inadequacy of coznmuni-

cations.

Only a few faiìiilies in a village have radios

or newspapers as means to understanding the current political situation.
The new way of administering justice has trans-

ferred the responsibility in administering local justice
in the commune from the kamnan to the district officer

and his police department.

But minor disputes within

the village are still settled by the village headman, or
by the kamnan if the disputes concern individuals from

different villages of the commune.
Under the new administration, land titles, wills,

marriages and divorces are legally registered.
The heavy taxation and forced labor for the king
to which the rural Thais were subject have been replaced

by an extreme light taxation which supports any large

scale government program to improve the living conditions
of the rural people.

It is

evident that not until the

government has assurance of steady and increased income
from local taxes can it expect to support large scale
farm improvement projects.
the farmer,

Any progrwn designed to

aid.

such as large scale irrigation, is recog-

nized as a national investment and the responsibility
of the government.
A new system of public education was introduced

into almost every village in Thailand by 1935.

At that

time only half of the village children entered school
at the age of eight;

the other half did not enroll until

they were nine or ten.

Enrollment became universal at

All schools are controlled and super-

the end of 1952.

vised by the Ministry of Education in Bangkok.

But the

standards and school facilities are much lower than those
of the schools

in.

Bangkok.

Domestic science training has

not yet reached the village schools, and girls still

learn the old traditional ways of keeping house from
their mothers.

The teacher, as an educated person, is

respected by the villagers.

He is influential in per-

suading the villagers to obey the government's programs
and policies, and in introducing \estern ideas and pro-

ducts.

Improvements in the government public health program have affected a great deal the health of the rural
people and their ways of life.

Most of the serious

diseases of the past have been brought under almost

corn-

plete control; such as smallpox, cholera and malaria.
Control of intestinal diseases by means of improving the

sanitary facilities, both for water supply and sewage
disposal is one of the major programs of the government
public health services.

Naternal and child welfare cen-

ters were organized in 1952, primarily to train nurses

and midwives for the rural people in order to assist the

survival of infants,

Control of the less serious

diseases such as tuberculosis, trachoma

and.

skin diseases

are also in the treatment programs of the government,

aided by UNICEF and

1HO.

The latest changes under the government are in
the agricultural sphere.

New credit cooperatives have

been established since the end of World War II under

government sponsorship.

Nost of these are in Central

Thailand where they are most needed.

Nodern fertilizers

are introduced to the farmers by the government extension

service agencies.
have yet

riad

But not all the villages in Thailand

the opportunity of using the techniques of

scientific farming.

The Thai farmers need a direct

supervision for using them, and there is a shortage of

personnel in the government extension agencies.

A few

large modern water-control projects have been started in
the north and the central parts of the country.

These
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projects will raIse the standard of 1ivin
farmers all over those areas.

of the Thai

Other important programs

which will eventually have a great effect on the peasant

farmer's life are the fish conservation and the animal

health improvement programs.

Rinderpest, the major

disease attacking water buffalo

and.

other cattle, was

completely under control by the use of lapinized rinderpost serum in 1950.

But other diseases which are the

causes of death of work animals have not yet been treated
and villagers still lose their water buffalo and cattle
from an enzootic disease which now ranks first among the
animal diseases.

Poultry disease has never been a

problem in the villages as the peasant farmer raises few
chickens.
2.

Changes in the Rural Family Life

There are some significant changes in the way of

family life of the rural people.
come from Bangkok where

accepted.

These recent changes

Jestern civilization is well

However, the basic patterns of their whole

life still remain strong and secure.)

Modernization has its influence only in the
periods of infancy, adolescence and maturity of the
rural family life.
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Infancy
Nost of the first year ceremonies have passed out
of usage among the present generation.

Once-important

rites, such as the ceremonial shaving of the head at

four weeks of age and the ceremonies of name-giving, are
no longer practiced.
The period of a month-long "yoo

fai'1

(Stay by the

fire) for the mother immediately after the birth of the

baby has been practically swept away, except in isolated
villages of central Thailand, and even there the custom
now required only that a woman lie next to the fireplace
or a portable stove for a day or two.

Nany of the charms and spells formerly used to
guard mother and child from evil spirits have been
abandoned.

Modern medically trained midwives are avail-

able only for serious cases.

her children at home.

A village woman still bears

She is attended by an old-fash-

ioned midwife due to the extreme shortage of modern

medically trained midwives.
Adolescence
Certain of the old customs and personal adornment
have changed drastically in the past generation.

The

top-knot ceremony which marked the transition from child-

hood to adolescence has disappeared completely.

The
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prevailing hair style of the adults of the region is
adopted by all the adolescents today.

Both boys and

girls eagerly follow Western-Bangkokian designs in

clothing and in manners, to some extent.
skirt is still worn as a basic costume.

The "pasin"
But the

íestern-

designed blouse is becoming more and more popular for
festive occasions.

For the adolescent girl, permanent hair waving

indicates her years.

Betel chewing to redden the lips

has been replaced by modern lIpstick.

Tattooing on the thighs and belly, once a common
procedure for all males, has almost completely disappeared.

Western suits are worn by the kainnan and the

headman of the village when they go to the important
government administration buildings.
The other sign of the departure of a boy from

childhood to adolescence in the old days

-

becoming a

novice for a period of time -- haB been gradually disappearing.
Since the great revolution brought a money economy
to the rural people, the rural adolescents have enjoyed

the freedom of spending money they earned by working for

other farmers.

If they come from a very poor family,

much of their earnings, either in rice or cash, will go
to support the family, but even then they are allowed to

keep a certain proportion for their own needs,

In

families that are moderately well-off, minor chIldren
who work outside may turn their earnin;s over to the

mother for safe-keeping but they can spend them as they
wish,

Naturity
Nany changes have affected the life of a rural
adult:

the adaptation to money economy, new ways of

recreation, and the abandonment of some customs practiced
by people at this age.
A Thai farmer rarely has enough permanent cash

surplus to merit opening a savings account in one of the
banks of the provincial capital or the district seat.

Whatever surplus cash he may have from time to time is

invested in land or is used to purchase "luxuries."

In.

former times, Thai peasant families usually bought
J ewelery

whenever they had any extra money, for it was

in this form that the family kept its savings.

The

modern Thai family is likely to invest less of its money
in ,jewelery and more of it in foreign imports,

which

range from such trivial items as matches and cosmetica
to more expensive items such as bicycles and sewing

machines.

These "luxury" purchases, in addition to the

disbursements for necessities, keep most Thai farmers
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from ever accumulating surp1u

The thai peasant

cash.

has a double purpose in mind when he buys foreign imports

and luxury goods:

snob appeal and utility.

Sewing

machines, pressure lamps, etc., have a status value, but
they are also means of increasing the family's income or

lightening Its work load.

Even prosperous families that

have bought sewing machines often set mother or daughters
to work sewing for other families.

teacher$,

Bicycles save

headmen, and other villagers much time in

com-

muting to work or making necessary visits, thus allowing
more Urne for their farm chores.
The change from a barter to a money economy has

destroyed some old customs and practices, particularly
the cooperative work group which has largely disappeared

in the delta and which in the other areas is no longer

used to plant and harvest secondary crops.

On the other

hand, the change has helped to retain other ancient

customs;

the traditional gift and dowry giving, for

example, has been retained in the delta, where the far-

mers have more cash; in other parts of the country this
has disappeared.

Beside the traditional ways of spending leisure,
the rural adult begins to enjoy the new forms of Western

recreation.

The radio has had little influence upon him,

except in a few villages near Bangkok.

Thai peasants do
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not own radios and are likely to hear them only by chance
in a market toin or a city.

have considerable influence.

Novies, on the other hand,

Young people, particularly,

are coming in contact with both Thai and western movies

and are aping the behavior they see in them.

For them

the movie in the nearby market town has ever-increasing

attraction.

For the older villagers the movie has not

yet replaced the traditional draina,

but lt has shoved

the draina, even in the provincial capitals and larger

market towns, into the background.

Within the more modernized villages, modern Thai
songs have replaced the village traditional

"sings".

The better transportation between the village and the

city brings not only Western materials but the latest
songs, news, and fashions

oÍ'

the city.
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CHAPTER V

NEEDED ADJUSTMENTS OF TIIE THAI RURAL FAMILY
TO THE TRENDS OF DEMOCRACY AND HONEY ECONOMY
Since Thailand has accepted democracy as a way of
life, it has been increasingly necessary to educate the

rural families, the majority of the nation, in experi-

ences of democratic living in order that they may take
their respective places in the most effective ways in

their own society.
If democracy is based on the belief in the worth,

dignity,

being,

and creative capacity of every individual human

and.

on a faith in the capability of men in man-

aging their own affaira in such a way as to promote the
welfare of all, the Thai rural families must presently
develop their interests, tastes, skills, ideals, and
social values more widely.

They must be freed from pre-

judice, superstitions and taboos, from a sense of guilt

about their mistakes, their failures, and their choices.
They must be able to realize that they have their own

rights to choose, to deviate as far as they can without

harming others, and really to love others while differing
from them.

Such a kind of education must bring a person-

ality structure in individual8 which is appropriate to a

democratic society.

Evelyn Duvall (13, p. 339) indicates that the
chief function of a family in a democratic society is
to develop strong,

sturdy, and wholesome persons capable

of withstanding the stresses and strains of modern lire,

and able to make constructive contributions to their
times.

This chapter has been made to present the appli-

cable views of the imperative conditions of democratic

American family living to the daily experiences of the
Thai rural families.

There are five imperative adjustments which the
Thai rural families must urgently achieve if democracy
is to survive:
I.

Encourage individual development and promote
freedom with responsibility.

II.

Provide mental and financial security for
each member of the family.

III.

Foster easy mastery of the tools of Thai
culture.

Iv.

Achieve one's own emotional maturity and
effective interpersonal relationships for

building a dynamic peace.
V.

Strengthen the family itself by cooperation
with public services.
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I.

Encourage Individual Development and Promote Freedom

with Responsibility.
The rural parents need to have a clear under-

standing of how they can encourage their individual child
to grow with freedom in a democratic sense which is quite

foreign to them.

They must be made to realize that in

order to serve the aims of democracy, each child should
be encouraged to grow at his own rate along the line in-

cheated by his own needs and interests.

The traditional

role which imposes ends or values by adult authority on
the children must give way to the rights and privileges
of the individual in the family.

Nost of the Thai parents are reluctant to recog-

nize the maturity of their children and tend to encourage
dependence when children become able to make many
decisions independently.

This attitude of the parents

makes the children become submissive, weak-willed,
emotionally dependent upon the parents, prevents them

from ever "growing up."

The consequences become more

serious when the children become the adults.

These are

disadvantages to the progress of the nation.
Thai rural families need to be educated about all

functions of democratic citizenship and to prepare them-

selves to move along the democratic trend with their

children.
The four characteristics of the democratic

parent-child relationship as suggested by Christine
Beasely (28, P.

5)

would be a sound guide in bringing

up the Thai children today.
1.

They are as follows:

The freedom given a child to make progress-

ively more significant decisions concerning
his own welfare.
2.

The respect shown for his uniqueness.

3.

The understanding of his particular needs

and

how they may be fulfilled.
4.

Co-operative effort in seeking the individual
and mutual satisfactions which both parents

and children desire.
1.

The freedom

given a child to

make progressively moro

significant decisions concerning his own welfare.
The traditional role of Thai parents shows ex-

cessive control over the child's ability to make decision5
in order to protect them from dangers and mistakes.
this kind of over-protection

minimizes

But

children's self-

confidence, initiative thinkinr,, and independence to a
great extent.

Parents'

control Should be necessary when

the safety of their children is at stake.

Rules,

given

to children for their own security must be firm and well
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understood by them.
As individuals1 children should be encouraged in
a sense of trust and a

feeling of independency.

They

find satisfaction in

should. have the opportunities to

freedom from dependency.

Their responsibility in

decision making should be

increased

with their in-

creasing maturity.
It is necessary to explain to the old-fashioned

parents that

if

a child's

first

attempts at independence

are permitted within the safe environs of family life,

he will learn not to be

afraid to

try new experiences.

And if the members of the family do not demand perfection of each other or set themselves up as models of

perfection, he will learn not

to

be afraid of making a

mistake.
A child should be taught to make decisions by

starting with very simple choices and gradually extending
his sphere until he finally leaves the family group to
set up his own home.

2.

The respect shown for his uniquenes

3.

The finest thing in democracy is its emphasis on

the worth of the individual personality in order to grow

into a free fulfilled human being.

The present author

has observed that excessive respect for seniority In the
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pattern of child rearing led to the feeling of extreme
diffidence when the child becomes an adult.

This atti-

tude minimizes an individual uniqueness when personal

contact is needed.
Children's individual differences must be cherished rather than discouraged or eliminated.

Parents

should not compare one of their children to the others.
.iach

child should have freedom to grow within the frane

work of his owi particular pattern.

3.

The understanding of his particular needs and how
they may be fulfilled.

Parents should help each individual child learn
how to fulfill his own particular needs in healthy and
satisfactory ways.

This attitude is an essential re-

quirement for the child's mental security.

It makes his

adult life easier when he has to cope with the world as
he finds it.
This kind of help will be effective if parents

will be made to realize that generally each child's

particular needs lie within these imperative needs:
need. to

the

trust and to be trusted, the freedom to grow,

the guidance for growth,

the basic values to build on,

and the traditio's of his own.
In this transition period, family patterns need
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to be flexible enough to meet the changes that occur as

children grow,

arid

must be spontaneous enough to be put

aside if they no longer meet the real needs and interests
of every member.

In return of such an attitude,

the fam-

ily will be appreciative of its new-found interests and

enthusiasms.
4.

Co-operative effort in seeking the individual and
mutual satisfactions which both parents and children
desire.

Problems or disagreements in a family are avoided
if the traditional parents will allow their children to

share in working them out.

Love and mutual understanding

are the great influences to fulfill personal and family

satisfactions.
II.

Provide Mental and Financial Security for Each hember of the Family.
The complex society which the Thai rural families

are facing today makes the affectional family ties looser

than they used to be.

But education should help parents

to realize that each child's security is rooted in the

warm soil of family living.

The affectional family ties

will maintain the sense of belonging that every person
needs.

6L.

The way in which the family have lived together,

their behavior in the home
neighbors,

and.

toward their friends and

and the trust which has developed between

children and parents -- these are the strongest factors
in providing mental security to each member of the family.

What the Thai rural families need more is the

practical knowledge to improve their financial security
in the present trend of money economy.
Hazel Kyrk

(24-,

p.

112-13.3)

sug'.ests

the improve-

ment of the family income position by means of increasing
home production.

Home weaving, basket work, pottery and

coconut-sugar making in the home should be promoted in
both quality and quantity by the government
agencies.

extnsin

The rural people can lessen their extravagance

and waste to a great deal if they learn how to preserve

their product -- fruits and vegetables which are abundant
around their farms.

Planning economical purchasing and

careful use can reduce the money cost of maintaining a
given level of living to

a

degree.

This habit must be

taught effectively in schools and adult education classes.

Paulena Nickell and Jean Dorsey (27, p. 150-169)
suggest seven steps in good income management as guides
for family finances
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1.

Frank and careful analysis of the individual's

and the family's goals in life.
Such an analysis requires an objective, unemotional, and mature analysis of facts present in sol-

ving daily finance problems.

A study of all information

available is helpful, that is, expenditure studies, guide
budgets, or any data which help and clarify needs.
Thai rural people should be taught the habit
of planning ahead

which

is

rarely found in the Thai

It is commonly seen that the farmers and their

people.

families work just long enough to supply themselves from

year to year.
2.

Pnalysis of the kinds of income available for
individual or family use in

accomplishing

the

family's goals.
For the regular income, the management is

predictable; but for those who have irregular money incomes which are common to the farmers in certain parts
of the country, planning is not only more difficult but

also more necessary.
3.

Analysis of money income for

a short period.

Analyzing the characteristics of the annual
short time income stream makes possible the visualizing
of monthly adjustments to fit "peak-load" expenditure

months which are inevitable, especially during the

harvest season which is followed by various religious
festivals.
t.

Analysis of money income for

a

long period.

Improvement in the use of income can be

effective only when each family studies its resources

both for the short period and over the lifetime period.
This step, in the long run, also trains the habit of

planning ahead for the rural families.
5.

Influences of stages in family life cycle upon
income use.
This step is the reviewing of the possible

future demands and the planning, so far as possible, to
have funds available to meet the predictable demands.
6.

Forecasting desirable accornplishents during
various stages of the life cycle that will
make definite and predictable demands upon
the Income stream.

The recognition of the influence of the stages

in the life cycle of a family upon income use is a

necessary preliminary to this step.

If a family can

forecast its probable lifetime income and locate on the
curve a particular stage through which it is passing at
a given time,

the long-time view of needs and resources

to meet needs can be visualized.
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7.

Adjusting the use of the Income through
short periods so that it will fit into the

plan for the long period.
This step will help the family make accom-

plishments follow through as planned.
involved.

Here action is

It is the most difficult step of all, for it

demands a belief that control of material resources for

human satisfaction can take place and is worthwhile.
Beside the knowledge of improving the income

position for themselves, the rural parents need to know

how to train their children about the value of money in
terms of time and effort In wise spending and saving

according to the children's steps of maturity.
Martha King (23, p. 8) suggests that the first
step of education in money management should begin when

parents give children small amounts of money to handle
in the form of regular allowances.

An allowance must be

matched to the child's needs and abilities to understand
the values.

It should be given at a regular time, should

be fixed in amount, and in no way be related to either

"good" or "bad" behavior.

At first, it may be given weekly,

then bi-weekly,

and then monthly as the child becomes a better manager.
By the time he is fourteen or fifteen, he should be capa-

ble of handling most of his personal buying problems.
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The parent may continue to give guidance, but he should

never dictate how the money is to be used, for that deprives the child of choosing for himself,

The child may

not always be the best buyer, but as he finds up that
he has to live with what he
tices will improve.

purchases, his buying prac-

Children

also learn about money

through their parents' behavior and attitudes toward
aoney.

Planning ahead and keeping records of expenses
will help children develop their
ing.

ability

in wise spend-

Children will benefit by frequent and friendly

discussion with parents about their problems of controlling wishes, in order not to be tempted to use all their
cash for some immediate purchase or some alluring thing
of the moment.

Children should have the opportunities to earn
money by themselves if they are going to understand the
value of money in terms of time

and.

effort.

Noney which

they earn must be theirs to use as they see best.

TJcw-

ever, when considering plans for the use of the total
fairily income,

the child will have to take account of

his earnings in relation to his needs
the family group.

and.

the needs of

III.

Foster Easy Nastery of the Tools of Thai Culture
As the rural life depends upon the cultural living

resources, its members should learn the use of tools and
inventions which Thai culture rests upon.

Children

should be encouraged to develop skills in handling the

physical equipment of the time such as scientific equipment,

occupational tools, dwellings, clothing, recrea-

tional facilities, and musical instruments,
The families will find a reason for wanting to

preserve their independence and democracy which they
cherish by understanding and appreciation of their culturai excellence in language, customs, traditions, religion,

social

institutions, literature and art.

Parent group education will help the rural parents
to interpret positive cultural values and ideals through

free discussion with others.

It also will reduce anxiety

and prejudice when some modifications or changes are

needed to promote the better way of living.
IV.

Achieve One's Own Emotional Naturity and Effective
Interpersonal Relationships for Building a Dynamic
Peace.
The opportunities for building a dynamic peace

will come if each member of a

f wnily

can achlevc the
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state of emotional maturity and effective interpersonal

relationships according to his age.

Such a condition of

mental health is essential to a democratic society.

It

must be taught and practiced first in the daily exper-

iences of each family.

This kind of emotional maturity

demonstrates the following kinds of growth:
1.

Growth in understanding

Through understanding each member of a family
comes to better insight into his own actions and feelings;

as well as those of others.

It protects him

against misinterpretations and prejudices that threaten
peace of mind in his relations with others.
This kind of growth can be developed through

mutual trust and willingness to grasp the causes and
effects of human behavior, including his own, in a

realistic way.
2.

Growth in tolerance

Presumably the person who can understand is ready
to take the next step -- tolerance.

With growth in toi-

erance, a person should tolerate the different ways of

thinking

arid

acting, in regard to customs, ideals,

religions, and ideas different from one's own or from

those predominant in one's group,

But the degree of

tolerance needed in coping with the difficulties
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encountered in modern life will not be developed either
by the individual who is not permitted to experience a

normal amount of frustration or by the individual who is

permitted to experience frustration that exceeds the
normal in amount or intensity.
Obviously, it has been observed that excessive
frustration,

if habitual,

has made the rural people

satisfied with an Inferior form of adjustment to modern
living.

This fact helps to explain why they are less

plastic and less eager

to

be interested in new inventions

and devices for increasing efficiency.

Such an attitude

should be changed for the families' own progress.

3.

Growth in acceptance

Tolerance is a neutral state, but, persumably,
the person who has been able to reach this state is now

ready to learn that he needs people and that they need

Acceptance is more emotionally tinged than toler-

him.
ance.

The emotionally matured person should accept

others for what they are.

He is able to seek out their

company and ernjoy them; because he has learned that he
does not have to fear them.

He can also accept the in-

evitable without becoming unduly upset.
4.

Growth in respect
The matured person can also permit himself to
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appreciate and value himself and others.
ation and appreciation for others
¡unong the !arks of

o

Seif-appreci-

toethor.

self-appreciat±on, a chIld

should be taught to live fairly coILfortably with his
own emotions, to be confident in his

ab1lty

to cope

vith life, to be willing to assume responsibility

hinself,

if

he

or

to regard himself as someone who Is worthy even

is obviously not

perfect, to have a healthy re-

gard for his own rights and stand u; for them, to accept
the limitations of his nature without feeling abused or

sevorely blaiing himself or others to such an extent that
he is barred f ron

u3ing such resources as he has, and to

enter into friendly relationships with others.
5.

Growth in capacity for self direction in inter-

relating with others
As the individual becomes more mature

mot.ional1y,

he will find himself free to develop his capacity for

self direction,
ductivity.

self reliance, responsibility, and pro-

At this

stase of emotional umtiirity,

he will

begin to take more responsibility for hi8 own actiors and
for his relations with others.

Spontaneously, his sense

of empathy between Individuals or between himself and a

group will be developed.

This feeling will permit him to

express genuine cfí'ection and good will towards others.
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General public education, such as school
education,

cari

adult

and

help the rural people to develop this

state of emotional growth through a program of mental
health, led by well trained leaders, toward a dynamic

approach in terms of interpersonal relationships to group
functioning.
V.

Strengthen the Family Itself by Cooperation with

Public Services
Public services must play a great role to fulfill
the hope for the stability of the Thai rural family life

in this transition period because the rural families'

income does not suffice to cover actual needs and to

maintain decent standards of up-to-date living.
Beside public education that will clarify the
place of the family

and.

strengthen its role in a demo-

cratic society, the community services must help the
rural families in the fields of:
1.

Sanitation, including prevention and care of illness,
as an extension of the public health service.

Adequate sanitation is the most important thing
for the Thai rural life.

There must be pure water

and.

plenty of it, clean streets, and the proper disposal of
refuse, also the enforcement of laws that will prevent
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over crowding and make

a

decent and clean life possible.

There should be such inspection of markets as will

insure the protection of food from dirt during delivery,
and prevent the sale of unclean food.

All food. to be

sold should be placed two feet above exposed pavements
or ground,

and abimdant washing facilities must be pro-

vided for market people.

Also the requirement must be

made that only persons proved by examination to be

healthy and clean in their habits, incapable of carrying
contagion, shall be permitted to handle food in markets,
hotels,

2.

or in the manufacture and preparation of foods.

The extension of the public health service.
The free public health service of the government

must be extended to every poor rural area.

dell-equipped

rural hospitals that will offer swift automobile service
should be established and endowed with community help.
Public visiting nurses are becoming an invaluable

means of educating the public as to health, because of
their knowledge of food. values, child care, and all

matters that tend to improve permanently the conditions
in the families they visit.

3.

Public help to reduce cost of daily living:

food,

materials, and appliances.
The present need of the rural household consumers
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is to cope with the rising cost of daily living.

Various

kinds of new products are becoming necessities for them.
The rural housewives need to gain the information about
the prices of the things they are going to buy as well
as to act upon them effectively.

Public education should encourage rural housewives
to unite in such organizations as Home Economics associ-

ations or other associations which aim
information.

to

supply reliable

Class instruction in home management and

cooperative stores should be expanded into rural areas
with the help of proper authorities.
k.

Community help in recreation programs, including
ample opportunity for the people to express them-

selves creatively.
Each rural community should establish its own re-

creational committee which has the duty to seek the
opportunities to provide creative, participative

,

re-

creational programs as well as the spectator type of
amusement.

Creative expression on a community-wide basis

is one of the urgent needs in trai aing rural minds for
the democratic trend.

5.

Community service in family life education.
The government should establish a National Council

on Family Living.

By this Council, standards for
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professional practice and a basic curriculum

which qual-

ified family counselors and social workers ough to study
must be set

p.

The Ministry of Education should modify ita

family-life curriculum for the rural schools according
to the needs of specific areas.

Moreover, the rural

schools will be able to sponsor adult education, if the

Ministry of Mucation will encourage and set up inservice training programs for adult instructorE in the
field of family-life in each rural community during the
summer.

A promising school teacher can be certified by

the Ninistry of ii4ucation as an adult instructor after

passinR a certain requirement of teaching,
Beside the direct approach to the rural families,
the government should inform and instruct rural people,

by using the mass media approach, to supply the educa-

tional information for family living to the community

organization in various forms; for example, books about
child care, films, used in accompaniment with group discussion, tape recordings of lectures to provide the basis
for subsequent group discussion and serve much the same

function as a personal appearance lecture, pamphlets and
magazines.
Under well trained, leaders, public education should

encourage the rural people to establia

their own
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community organizations and the informal programs for
the better living of their own community
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RJCONÏ'LENDATIONS
The comprehensive investigation of rural family
life in Thailand has been made in this thesis in order
to serve as a guide for rural families in making practi-

cal adjustments to the democratic trend of the nation.
The study traces back to the roots of rural family liv-

and its daily activi-

ing:

its thoughts, its behavior,

ties,

from the last half of the nineteenth century up to

the present.

This study leads to the conclusion that Thai rural

families today lack sufficient education to make the

adjustment of their attitudes,

ideals, skills, interests

and social values to those of a democratic society.
Five adjustments are proposed as the needed help

and education for the achievement of a decent family

living in a democratic society.
I.

They are as follows:

Encourage individual development and promote freedom with responsibility.

II.

Províde mental and financial security for
each member of the family.

III.

Foster easy mastery of the tools of Thai
culture.
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IV.

Achieve one's own emotional maturity and
interpersonal relationships for building
a dynamic peace.

V.

Strengthen the

f ainily

itself by cooperation

with public services.

Recommendations
In view of the present situation, it may be

recommended Uhat more leadership should be given to the
adult education program for the rural people.

Such an

educational program should provide a practical knowledge
of general health, occupations, and democratic leadership.
The national government, or, if possible, the

local community itself, should grant fellowships to

medical and nursing students who are willing to work as
leaders in the rural areas.

Also funds and scholarships

should be provided to the bright rural youngsters for

higher agricultural education so that they can be pilots
in the neighborhood farming.

Educated women who can afford to do volunteer

activities which contribute to social change, political,
civic,

and.

social welfare programs should devote their

leisure time for the progress of their rural community.
It would expedite the progress of the rural

familles if there were more qu&lified personnel for

effective family-life research services.

For the present

time, the foreign specialists who have specific experi-

ence applicable to the natural and social conditions of
Thai rural life should be asked to develop such research

programs.
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